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Surveys of US Defense and Commerce department employees show that using Personal Identity
Verification and Common Access Cards for two-factor authentication results in improved usability
and security.

O

ver the past 15 years, the US government has
deployed millions of multifunction smart cards
to its workforce with the goal of using the cards to grant
both physical access to facilities and logical access to
information systems. The deployment and use of these
cards has been inconsistent across different government
agencies. The Department of Defense (DoD), with its
Common Access Card (CAC), recently announced that
98 percent of its information systems had been adapted
to use the smart cards, thus providing these systems
with strong two-factor user authentication. Other parts
of the government are significantly behind the DoD,
with logical authentication deployment rates ranging
from 0 to 95 percent.1
Practical systems for multifactor authentication have
been on the market for roughly 30 years, but it’s only
in the past few years that industry and academia have
made a concerted effort to migrate users away from
pure password systems. These groups can benefit from
the US government’s experience in deploying multifactor systems and by comparing the results of different
deployment strategies.
In this article, we present the historical background
that led to different deployment strategies within the
US’s defense and civilian executive branch agencies.
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We then present the results of two large-scale surveys of
password usage in the DoD and the US Department of
Commerce (DoC). Both surveys were completed before
the US government’s 2015 Cyber Sprint program, initiated by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
to address that year’s high-profile cyberintrusions.2 The
DoD aggressively implemented the CAC on many of its
business systems, while DoC was less aggressive in its
Personal Identity Verification (PIV) implementation.
Thus, comparing these two departments’ employee
reports and attitudes about password usage provides
insight into the effect of successfully deploying an easyto-use, strong, two-factor authentication method in a
large organization. Our sample includes responses from
28,481 DoD and 4,573 DoC employees.

Smart Card–Based Authentication

Smart card–based authentication relies on the card and
a six- to eight-digit numeric PIN. Unlike passwords
that must be changed routinely, PINs are generally
not changed for the life of the card. Our survey found
that it was rare for DoD users to mistype or forget their
PINs—common failure modes with passwords. The
security advantage comes from the use of public-key
infrastructure (PKI)-based authentication, rather than
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a secret that is shared between the user and the system.
At the time the list price for a smart card reader
The usability advantage comes from the fact that users ranged from $30 to $50, so the $30 million allocated
need not memorize and type complex passwords.
by Congress clearly didn’t cover the cost of CAC impleThe survey data shows that the inconsistent mentation. However, the funding did signal to the DoD
deployment of smart cards in the defense and civil- the Congressional intent to make CAC deployment a
ian agencies resulted in significantly different IT government priority. The DoD created a Smart Card
experiences for users—not just for authentication Senior Coordinating Group to develop and oversee
in general but also for
CAC deployment. This
password-based sysgroup implemented
tems. For example,
the guidance from
DoD users had fewer
the DoD Chief
Inconsistent deployment of smart
complaints
about
Information Office,
cards across federal agencies
their
passwordmade
DoD-wide
resulted in significantly different
protected systems,
implementation
IT experiences for users.
even though the
recommendations,
DoD had more strinand provided stragent requirements
tegic direction. The
for password complexity. We believe this result is group was chaired by a high-level government official
explained largely by the fact that most DoD systems appointed by the Secretary of the Navy and had reprerequired CAC authentication, which we’ll show is sentatives from throughout the DoD.5
both easier to use and more secure. As a result, DoD
Today, every active duty, reserve, and civilian DoD
employees had more mental reserves to cope with the employee has a CAC. The CACs are the identity cards
difficulty of using the remaining systems secured with used for gaining access to DoD facilities, logging into
strong passwords.
DoD computers, and for email signatures and encrypThe US government’s two-factor approach signifi- tion. Logging in involves inserting the CAC into a reader
cantly differs from many of the two-factor approaches and typing a PIN that is six to eight digits long. This
adopted by other organizations. Outside the govern- unlocks the card’s 2,048-bit RSA private key that is used
ment, many organizations are deploying two-factor for attestation, simultaneously identifying and authensystems based on a strong password and a hardware cre- ticating the user. If the wrong PIN is typed three times
dential such as a cell phone or a fob with a number that in a row, the CAC locks and can be unlocked only if the
changes every minute. We’ll discuss how the choice of user visits a service center. Thus, the CACs provide twoa two-factor system affects both security and usability.
factor authentication, creating an authentication experience that is largely immune to social engineering and
Equipping the US Government Workforce phishing. Although users can change their PINs, they
with Multifactor Authentication
rarely do in practice. CACs also include digitized fingerThe DoD has led the US government’s smart card efforts prints, a biometric that might be used in the future to
since 1996, when the Army started testing a multiuse provide three-factor access to some systems.
card in Hawaii. The Navy took over and expanded the
The CAC was just one of 62 smart card pilot proprogram in 1998. In 1999, Congress allocated $30 mil- grams in the 1990s within the US government. These
lion to implement a smart card program for the entire programs were so successful that in August 2004,
DoD, with the Navy as the lead agency.3
President George W. Bush signed Homeland Security
The DoD CAC is a credit card–sized device con- Presidential Directive 12 (HSPD-12), which required
taining a cryptographic processor, magnetic stripe, lin- the government to create a “Government-wide stanear and 2D bar codes, noncontact RFID technology (a dard for secure and reliable forms of identification”
proximity chip), and an identifying photo. The CAC is that would be used by both federal employees and
part of the DoD’s PKI, with each chip card containing contractors to gain “physical access to Federally conthree private keys and corresponding certificates: one trolled facilities and logical access to Federally confor email encryption, one for email signing, and one trolled information systems.”6
for attestation. According to the General Accounting
As part of implementing HSPD-12, the National
Office, “by November 2002 DoD had issued approxi- Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) develmately 1.4 million CACs to military and civilian per- oped FIPS 201 (Federal Information Processing Stansonnel and had purchased card readers and middleware dard Publication 201), PIV of Federal Employees and
for about 1 million of its computers,”4 and was on track Contractors. FIPS 201 established the physical, electo deploy the 4 million CACs it anticipated needing.
tronic, and logical aspects of PIV cards. PIV cards
www.computer.org/security
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resemble CACs in that they have an identity photograph on the front with the employee’s name, the issuing agency, and an expiration date and are also ISO/IEC
7816 compatible. However, PIV cards lack the CAC’s
two bar codes, and the certificates are rooted in a civilian PKI, for example, a commercial PKI provider certified under the General Services Administration’s Shared
Service Provider program.
Despite the similarities between the CAC and the
PIV card, civilian agencies had significant difficulty
deploying the cards and adapting IT systems to use PKI
for authentication. Unlike the DoD, Congress created
no specific budget line item to fund the transition to the
PIV. Instead, the OMB stated that federal agencies were
expected to use their existing funding for background
investigations, access control, and identification credential activities to support PIV deployment, and that any
necessary additional funds should be acquired “through
the normal federal budget process.”7 Indeed, because
FIPS 201 was a federal information standard pertaining
to computer security, OMB policies required that agencies use their existing IT funding to update their legacy systems to meet new security requirements before
spending funds on new systems (including development, modernization, or enhancement).
Today, more than 5.4 million DoD and civilian
employees and contractors—96 percent of the eligible
workforce—have identity-proving smart cards loaded
with ITU-T X.509v3 certificates that are rooted in the
federal government’s PKI.8 But the lack of dedicated
funding for upgrading systems to utilize the PIV card
had lasting consequences. Although PIV cards replaced
other cards for entering federal facilities, agencies
lagged in using the cards for logical access. Many agencies didn’t equip workstations with smart card readers,
nor did they modify back-end systems so that the cards
could be used for logical access to federal information
systems. For example, a 2008 audit of the US Agency
for International Development (USAID) found that
the agency’s deployment of PIV cards had been significantly hampered by the lack of funding.9 A 2014 audit
of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) likewise found
that the tax-collecting agency’s ability to utilize PIV
cards to authenticate access to IRS networks and information systems was hampered by the lack of funding.10
The OMB’s February 2015 Annual Report to Congress found that although some agencies used strong
authentication for logical access 95 percent of the time
in 2014, a handful of agencies didn’t use strong authentication at all.11 The OMB stated that 52 percent of the
cybersecurity incidents that federal civilian agencies
experienced could have been prevented by the strong
authentication provided by the PIV cards. OMB called
this figure “troublingly high,” especially considering that
16
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the civilian agencies were using strong authentication
for just 41 percent of their computer accounts—“well
below the 75 percent target.”11
Four months after OMB released its report, the
US Office of Personnel Management (OPM) discovered that it had been the victim of two massive
cybersecurity incidents in which attackers used stolen
passwords to acquire sensitive information belonging
to millions of federal employees. Following the OPM
hack, the OMB ordered a Cyber Sprint, giving agencies 30 days to improve their system’s security. A key
focus area was strong authentication for privileged
administrator accounts.

The Authentication Conundrum

Authentication has been a major theme in usable security research for nearly two decades.12 Most of this
research has focused on passwords and similar authentication schemes based entirely on a shared secret
between the user and the computer system. The inherent usability problem with password-based systems is
that passwords force their users into a tradeoff between
usability and security. Passwords must be memorable
enough that they don’t need to be written down; easy
enough to type that they can be reliably entered quickly;
and long and strong enough that they can’t be guessed,
either in a targeted attack against a single individual or
in a mass attack against an entire user base.
Passwords have also created implementation problems for system engineers for more than 40 years.13
The earliest systems (as well as some current websites) stored passwords in plain text, forcing all users
to change their passwords if the system administrator’s
account was compromised. Password hashing was supposed to cure this problem, but dictionaries of popular
passwords, faster computers, and “rainbow tables” of
precomputed hashes eliminated many of the protections of hashed passwords in the event that a system
password file was compromised.
Passwords pose other security risks. Because many
people use the same password on different systems, a
compromised password has considerable value. Thus,
malware that steals a password (either on the user’s
computer or on the remote system) might grant access
to multiple unrelated systems. The same is true of passwords stolen through a phishing attack. Other than prevention of the compromise in the first place, the only
way to minimize the risk of compromised passwords
is to require that users change their passwords regularly—further decreasing usability. Passwords need to
be changed regularly to guard against unknown compromise, but the act of changing passwords further
contributes to users’ cognitive burden. As a result, the
past two decades have also seen significant efforts to
September/October 2016

replace passwords with some other authentication an identifying number. Certificates are revoked when
mechanism,14 or at least to supplement them with a they are no longer used (for example, because the card
second factor.
has been lost or the certificate’s owner has left the orgaCertificate-based smart cards that use PKI offer a nization). Operational systems should verify that the
usable two-factor alternative to passwords. The smart certificate hasn’t been revoked, either by checking a
card contains a miniature cryptographic processor certificate revocation list or using the Online Certifiand storage for both private keys and third-party cer- cate Status Protocol.
tificates. To authenticate,
In summary, deploythe user connects to
ment includes the
a relying system and
physical smart cards
initiates an authentiidentifying individuThe Common Access Card provides twocation request. The
als to ensure that the
factor authentication that’s largely immune
relying system can
individuals issuing
to social engineering and phishing.
be a local computer,
the cards are who
a local application, a
they claim; end-user
remote website, or an
hardware that can
application running
read the smart cards;
on a remote system. The user’s local computer asks the back-end systems adapted to perform cryptographic
user to insert the smart card and enter a PIN, a password challenge–response authentication; and an identity
that typically contains six to eight digits. From the user’s management system that allows back-end systems to
point of view, that’s the entire process. But behind the match the usernames in their databases with the identiscenes, strong cryptography is at work:
ties presented by the smart cards.
■ When the authentication session is initiated, the relying system provides a challenge (a nonce) to the user’s
computer. It’s this challenge that causes the user’s
computer to prompt for the PIN.
■ After the user types the PIN, both the challenge and
the PIN are provided to the smart card.
■ If the PIN is correct, the smart card unlocks the card’s
private key and uses it to sign the challenge, which is
then returned, along with a copy of the card’s attestation certificate, to the relying system. The relying system uses the certificate to verify the signature. If the
verification is successful, the relying system then verifies that the certificate is signed by a trusted certificate
authority (CA) and is therefore trustworthy.
■ If the PIN is entered incorrectly more than three
times in a row, the card is locked and can’t be used
until an administrator either unlocks or reprograms
it—something that’s typically done in person after
verifying the card holder’s identity.
When a person authenticates with a smart card, the
system receives cryptographic assurance that the client
can make effective use of the card’s private key, which
means that the client has the card and a valid PIN. Identity is established by the identifying information on the
digital certificate accompanying the authentication
transaction. In US government systems, each CAC or
PIV card includes the user’s legal name, an identification number (which is not the user’s Social Security
number), and a certificate serial number. If the card is
lost, a replacement card will have the same name and
www.computer.org/security

The Surveys

One goal of the CAC and PIV deployments was to minimize or eliminate the use of authentication passwords
within the federal government. Therefore, we thought
that a survey of US federal government employees
would be helpful and designed an online survey to collect data on the end users’ password management and
attitudes. In June 2010, this instrument was piloted in
NIST, resulting in a two-step approach: lab management sent an email informing employees of the research
study, after which the employees were sent the link in an
email requesting their participation.

Department of Commerce
After the NIST pilot, we used the same two-step
approach to distribute the survey instrument to nine
other DoC bureaus. Ultimately, we worked with DoC
bureaus to send the survey to each of the approximately
38,000 DoC employees between February and June
2011. The anonymous survey included 11 questions on
login procedures for work-related accounts, seven questions on work-related passwords used frequently, six
questions on work-related passwords used infrequently,
and four questions on cybersecurity. We received 4,573
responses (a 12 percent response rate).

Department of Defense
Separately, we worked with the DoD’s Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) to develop a survey with
11 questions on login procedures for work-related
accounts, seven questions on work-related passwords
17
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used frequently, six questions on work-related passwords used infrequently, and 10 questions on cybersecurity. That survey was ultimately distributed to
74,962 individuals who were chosen from the DMDC
Civilian Personnel Master File by single-stage, nonproportional stratified random sampling. About 0.2
percent of the sample was deemed ineligible because
it included employees who weren’t with the DoD as of
10 September 2012, the Web survey’s first day. The survey ran through 19 October 2012, during which time
respondents were sent six email reminders to encourage
participation. Completed surveys were received from
28,481 eligible respondents. Surveys were considered
completed if at least 50 percent of the questions were
answered, and responses were weighted by sample representation using the industry-standard three-stage process, adjusting for selection probability, nonresponse,
and known population values. The overall response rate,
weighted for eligibility, was 41 percent.

Findings
We found that DoC employees had nine work accounts
that required logging in with a password, with an average of five accounts requiring frequent access and four
accounts occasional access. (In a previous meeting with
DoC chief information officers, we learned that there
was no significant deployment of logical PIV authentication in the DoC, so we didn’t include questions about
this on the DoC survey.)
Of the 28,481 DoD respondents, 97 percent used
a CAC to log in to at least one work-related system.
Roughly 33 percent of DoD employees used only the
CAC for system access (that is, no other method of
authentication to the system was used). However, 66
percent of DoD employees also used systems that they
could access only with a PIN and 56 percent used systems requiring a “character string” password. Focusing
on the systems that required only a password to access,
we found that the DoD employees who used passwords
had an average of three accounts that they accessed frequently with passwords, and two accounts that they
accessed occasionally.
As these survey statistics show, both DoD and DoC
employees must access multiple systems regularly.
When a CAC or PIV card is used, the hardware token
authenticates the user independently to each remote
system, providing maximal assurance and usability.
Users might need to retype their PIN from time to time,
but the use of single sign-on—which allows employees
to sign in once and have their identification and authentication sent by proxy from one system to another—
can minimize the number of authentication actions
required during the course of the day. Our survey found
that single sign-on was far more prevalent in the DoD
18
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than DoC: 54 percent of DoD respondents reported
that they used single sign-on 50 percent of the time or
more, compared to just 25 percent of DoC respondents.
At the other end of the spectrum, 27 percent of DoD
respondents said that they never used single sign-on,
compared to 53 percent of DoC respondents.
Despite CACs’ prevalence, 65 percent of DoD
respondents indicated that they used a work-related
system that required a password for access. These
respondents had to manage 5.1 ± 0.2 such passwords
on average, ranging from 4.8 ± 0.2 for Army employees to 5.4 ± 0.3 for Air Force employees. Greater variance was seen between occupational groups: those in
the “administrative” occupational group managed 5.6
± 0.2 and “professional” employees managed 5.3 ± 0.2
passwords, while “blue collar” workers managed 4.3 ±
0.3 and “other white collar” workers managed 4.2 ± 1.0.
The survey didn’t collect information about the types of
systems that were still requiring passwords, so we don’t
know whether they were legacy systems that hadn’t
been adapted for CAC use or systems operated by organizations outside the government.
Users traditionally cope with the need to manage
multiple accounts by using the same password. The
DoC survey found that 20 percent of respondents
“always” used the same password for different accounts,
20 percent used the same password for “more than half
of my accounts,” and 19 percent used the same password for “about half of my accounts.”
At the time of our survey, the DoD had stricter
password policies than the DoC, typically requiring
longer and more complex passwords. Nevertheless,
52 percent of DoD employees thought that their password length policy was “about right,” compared to just
36 percent of DoC employees. On the other hand,
41 percent of DoD employees felt that the password
length requirement was “too long,” compared to 57
percent of DoC employees. There are many possible
explanations for these differences. For example, DoD
employees could have a security culture that justifies more stringent password requirements because
of higher security threats. Our favored explanation is
that DoD and DoC have similar compliance budgets15
for long passwords, but DoD employees experience
less authentication fatigue because they can use the
CAC to authenticate to the majority of their business-
critical day-to-day systems.
CAC authentication might be less stressful than
password authentication, because CAC users only need
to recall and type a six- to eight-digit PIN, rather than a
strong password containing letters, numbers, and symbols. DoD users need never change their CAC’s PIN,
but passwords must be changed on a regular basis—
typically every 90 days.
September/October 2016

Smart card authentication requires additional hard- 90-day password expiration policies—an estimated
ware that is not always properly recognized by the host cost to DoC of $6 million each year.
OS. Of the 91 percent of DoD employees who answered
DoD users have fewer passwords to maintain, which
the question on problems experienced with the CAC, results in less forgetting and better authentication out35 percent said that they hadn’t experienced any prob- comes. Overall, CAC users have more positive attitudes
lems having their CAC recognized, 45 percent said toward and experience less frustration with the authenthat they had experienced these problems to a “small tication process.
extent,” 14 percent a “moderate extent,” 4 percent a
“large extent,” and 1 percent a “very large extent,” with Two-Factor Security’s Outlook
a measuring error of ±1 percent. Typing the PIN on With increased society-wide attention to cybersecurity
the CAC three times incorin recent years, awarerectly results in the
ness of the need to
CAC being locked;
strengthen, suppleDefense Department users have
this can occasionally
ment, or replace passfewer passwords to maintain, which
happen as the result
words is growing.
results in less forgetting and better
of repeated software
Organizations have
failures. In the surrepeatedly increased
authentication outcomes.
veys, 64 percent of
password complexity
those responding said
requirements, both
that they hadn’t been locked
to protect against offline
out of their CAC, 29 percent said that they had experi- password attacks resulting from the theft of hashed
enced lockout to a “small extent,” 5 percent a “moderate password files16 and as a signal that the organization is
extent,” 1 percent a “large extent,” and 1 percent a “very serious about cybersecurity.
large extent,” with a measuring error of ±1 percent.
Unfortunately, complex passwords protect against
Another source of user frustration is when users only a single kind of attack: an offline, brute-force
forget their authentication secrets, be they PINs or attack against a stolen database of password hashes.
passwords. In the surveys, 90 percent of DoD users Complex passwords don’t provide additional security
reported having no authentication problems result- against online attacks, since accounts automatically
ing from forgotten PINs, compared to 40 percent lock after a few incorrect guesses. Strong passwords
of DoC users. At the other end of the spectrum, 0.6 also don’t protect passwords stolen via phishing, keypercent of DoD respondents reported having “very board loggers, and malware—no amount of complexlarge” problems and a “large amount” of frustration ity can protect a password that is provided directly to
from forgetting CAC PINs, compared to 3.3 percent the attacker. For this reason, some researchers have
concluded that strong passwords provide little addiof DoC employees.
Passwords have many obvious costs to organizations, tional account security when accounts automatically
including cybersecurity losses from stolen passwords lock after a few login attempts.17
In recognition of this, organizations are increasand the cost of password resets when users forget their
passwords. But passwords have another pervasive— ingly deploying two-factor security solutions, so that
though largely invisible—cost for organizations: pass- a password by itself is insufficient to gain access to a
logical resource. Several online service providers have
word creation.
In our DoC survey, we asked respondents the deployed systems that authenticate users with text mesaverage and longest times it took for them to create sages sent to a trusted device or by having the user protheir frequently used passwords. The mean time that vide a code generated using an application enabled with
respondents reported was 6 minutes, while the mean a time-based one-time password algorithm. Users are
maximum time was 20 minutes. Considerations that challenged to provide the second factor the first time
employees reported in creating their passwords were they connect to a website using a previously unseen
ease of remembering (81 percent), compliance with browser. After the initial contact, the user can choose to
password requirements (58 percent), synchroniza- “trust” the browser by having the remote website store
tion with other account passwords (46 percent), ease a cookie. On subsequent contacts, the cookie becomes
of entering/typing (38 percent), and strength (31 the second factor.
Although such two-factor systems improve security
percent). Considering both frequently and occasionally used passwords, we found that the average DoC and allow some organizations to meet their obligations
employee with nine passwords spent roughly 3.5 hours under regulations affecting the health and finance secper year creating passwords for organizations that had tors, they don’t provide the same level of security as
www.computer.org/security
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smart card–based solutions employing PKI. Cookiebased two-factor solutions are susceptible to phishing
and man-in-the-middle attacks: the user authenticates
to the phishing website, which transfers authentication
to the real website, stealing the authentication cookie in
the process. Malware on the end user’s computer can
also steal authentication cookies.
A more significant concern regarding the trend of
supplementing strong passwords with a second factor
is that the second factor does nothing to improve the
poor usability of strong passwords. Such passwords still
need to be remembered, typed, and changed on a regular basis. In addition, these kinds of two-factor solutions
don’t provide for strengthened identification security.
Whereas websites that rely on HSPD-12 credentials can
trust the identity provided by a client certificate, websites that rely on strong passwords and a second factor
must devise some other approach for identity proofing
their users.
Smart card–based identification systems have significant advantages over other two-factor systems. For example, smart card systems inherently allow organizations to
integrate physical and logical access, one of the original
reasons for the CAC and PIV deployments. Cards can
be supplemented with other technologies, such as bar
codes or magnetic stripes, for compatibility with legacy
systems. Smart cards also allow for offline operation,
since CA keys and certificate revocation lists can be easily
downloaded and stored in handheld readers.
Malware also exists that can compromise smart
card–based authentication. For example, in 2012 the
threat intelligence company Alien Value discovered a
Sykipot malware variant that could capture a Windows
user’s PIN and covertly use a smart card to authenticate
to remote websites.18 However, such malware is generally difficult to write and rare, and the malware’s ability to authenticate as the user ends when the card is
removed from the reader.

W

ith the coming year, a growing number of
people will become familiar with smart cards,
thanks to the increased deployment of credit cards that
follow the EMV (Europay, MasterCard, Visa) standard
and the requisite smart card readers. As such, organizations might want to consider smart cards as a replacement for passwords, rather than deploying two-factor
systems that address only some of the security and
none of the usability problems inherent when using
“strong” passwords.
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